The Ancient Borderlands Conference is committed to providing as many accepted presenters as possible with moderate travel funds. In order to provide assistance to the greatest number of participants, we will not be able to guarantee complete funding to anyone. At this time, we are in the position to guarantee the following: (up to, and reliant upon receipt of travel) $50 to those currently residing in California, $100 to all other domestic graduate students, and $150 to international students. These monetary reimbursements are intended strictly for transportation to and from the conference (excluding hotel stays and short term transportation costs such as taxi fares). We recognize that these figures will often come up far short of the actual costs, which is why we strongly encourage accepted presenters to exhaust all possible funding opportunities through their home department, graduate school, etc. Upon acceptance, more funding may be available for those who present a letter from their home department stating that they have exhausted every opportunity for travel funding. Please understand that all initial travel costs must be assumed by presenters. Financial reimbursements will only be processed with a receipt and after the conclusion of the conference. Applicants should not purchase tickets until after formal acceptance when more complete instructions on financial reimbursements will be provided.